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Aker Horizons forms a long-term growth platform

• Platform where technology, industrial and
software capabilities of Aker group can
add most value

• Building companies that can meaningfully
reduce GHG emissions while providing
substantial value creation over time
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■ This Presentation includes and is based, inter alia, on forward-looking information and statements that are subject to risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ. These statements and this Presentation are based on current 
expectations, estimates and projections about global economic conditions, the economic conditions of the regions and 
industries that are major markets for Aker Offshore Wind Holding AS and subsidiaries’ lines of business. These expectations, 
estimates and projections are generally identifiable by statements containing words such as “expects”, “believes”, “estimates” 
or similar expressions. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expectations include, 
among others, economic and market conditions in the geographic areas and industries that are or will be major markets for 
Aker Offshore Wind Holding AS and subsidiaries’ businesses, market acceptance of new products and services, changes in 
governmental regulations, interest rates, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and such other factors as may be discussed 
from time to time in the Presentation. Although Aker Offshore Wind Holding AS and subsidiaries believe that its expectations 
and the Presentation are based upon reasonable assumptions, it can give no assurance that those expectations will be 
achieved or that the actual results will be as set out in the Presentation. Aker Offshore Wind Holding AS and subsidiaries are 
making no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the 
Presentation, and neither Aker Offshore Wind Holding AS and subsidiaries nor any of its directors, officers or employees will
have any liability to you or any other persons resulting from your use.

■ Aker Offshore Wind consists of many legally independent entities, constituting their own separate identities. Aker Offshore 
Wind is used as the common brand or trade mark for most of these entities. In this presentation we may sometimes use 
“Aker Offshore Wind”, “we” or “us” when we refer to Aker Offshore Wind companies in general or where no useful purpose is 
served by identifying any particular Aker Offshore Wind company.

Slide 2
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Aker Offshore Wind – A pure play deep-water1 wind IPP2

Slide 3

Attractive Project 
Pipeline

Proven Deep-Water 
Foundation

Technologies

World-Class 
Deep-Water Expertise

Strong Backing From 
The Aker Sphere

Building on Aker’s deep-water 
capabilities to drive industrialization 

and reduce cost

Supported by majority shareholder 
with track-record of building 

successful companies

Leading the development of deep-water wind power production

Access to proven floater and deep-
water jacket designs through 

Principle Power and Aker Solutions 

Early entrant position in attractive 
markets together with reputable 

consortium partners

1) Deep-water means waters deeper than 60m 2) Independent Power Producer
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Growing renewable energy is the pillar of global CO2 reductions

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance
1) Sustainable development scenario (bottom line), relative to stated policies scenario (top line)
2) Carbon capture, utilization and storage
3) Includes fuel switching, nuclear and other
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Renewables expected to constitute ~60% by 2050 CO2 emission reduction by measure1

Efficiency

Renewables

CCUS2

Other3

37% of reductions

32% of reductions

9% of reductions

22% of reductions
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%
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Deep-water wind to become the most effective renewable energy source

Source: Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables: The Momentum of Floating Wind and its Outlook Implications (Dec 19); Fortune Business Insights
1) Europe. US, Japan and Taiwan included based on Carbon Trust and Industrial Technology Research Institute
2) 5x total installed low-carbon capacity in 2017 (solar, onshore wind, offshore wind and hydropower)
3) Capacity factor may vary from project to project

Virtually unlimited potential 
~7,000 – 8,000 GW (>60m1)

Total offshore wind potential
in percent (100% = 10,000 GW2)

20-30%

70-80%

<60m depth1

>60m depth1

Superior wind conditions

Wind capacity factors3

30-40%
Onshore wind

45-50%
Offshore Bottom-fixed

50-60%
Offshore Floating

Increasing from 
45% to 50% 

allows for 10-15% 
increased capex

Benefits of deep-water wind

Less intrusive and smaller 
footprint

Limited impact on fisheries

Less interference on marine life

Outside of traditional shipping routes

Avoids visual and noise pollution

Slide 5
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Source: The Scottish Government, California Energy Commission, Offshore Mag
1) No tailored fiscal regime currently exists for offshore wind development in Norway, but 

the government has announced an ambition to introduce a such regime
Slide 6

Early-mover strategy

Early entrant position critical to succeed at current stage of industry

Building the track-record needed to thrive as industry matures

1

2

Targeting markets with strong fiscal regimes for initial development

Access to the most 
prominent acreage

To help drive 
industrialization 

and reduce LCOE

Cost leadership through innovation 
and operational excellence as 

competition increases

Industry leaders with solid track-
record uniquely positioned to access 

new frontier markets

Securing a position in the most attractive markets

Attractive fiscal 
regimes in place to 
stimulate renewable 
energy and industry 

development

• Renewables to account 
for 20% by 2030

• 12 GW offshore wind by 
2030

South Korea
• 60% renewable 

electricity generation by 
2030 and carbon 
neutrality by 2045

California, US

• Electrification of NCS to 
meet Norway’s emission 
targets

• Stimulate development 
of offshore wind as an 
industry1

Norway
• Targets net zero 

emission of greenhouse 
gases by 2045 

Scotland

+
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World-class 
deep-water capabilities

Proven deep-water
foundation technologies

Digital platforms to 
drive down costs

Leveraging Aker BP’s 
position on the NCS

De-risking industrial development
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~15Turbine

2020 LCOE

~50BoP

~150

O&M ~25

~10Devex

2030 LCOE ~50

Target to drive down cost (LCOE) to ~50 EUR / MWh by 2030

• Target LCOE for prime acreage industrial-scale projects commissioned in 2030

• LCOE for pilot-scale projects commissioned in 2020

• Economies of scale: 
‒ Fewer turbines and foundations required
‒ Industrialization of foundation construction 
‒ Simpler installation (at shore assembly)

• System integration and subsea technologies to reduce CAPEX / OPEX

• More efficient and digitally enabled O&M operating models

• Re-use and digitization of project development and engineering processes
• Offshore capabilities used to effectively navigate immature regulatory frameworks
• Collaborative approach to supply chain and integration of local content

~15

Core 
capabilities

• Increased turbine size, larger swept-area, higher hub-height and increased capacity factor

Turbine
DevexBoP
O&M

Slide 8

LCOE for deep-water / floating offshore wind (EUR / MWh)
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South Korea USA Norway Scotland

Attractive and sizeable development portfolio of  >1.5 GW

1) Gross capacity equals total portfolio for the consortium while net capacity accounts for Aker Offshore 
Wind’s ownership stake Slide 9

PROJECTS

Redwood Coast 
Offshore Wind

Vestavindar and 
Sønnavindar TBDKF WindProject

California Utsira North, 
Sørlige Nordsjø II TBAUlsanRegion

~150 MW ~1,700 MW >500 MW~1,500 MWEstimated 
gross capacity1

~75 MW ~1,000 MW TBD~450 MWEstimated 
net capacity1

PROSPECTS
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Significant value creation potential

Slide 10

2-8 years 1-3 years 30+ years

FID

COD

Site 
licenses

Aker Offshore Wind 
development 

portfolio
3.5 to 8 years

Project 
value

Project development Construction Operation

Illustrative deep-water wind development timeline and value profile
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Deep-water wind part of an emerging sustainable ocean economy

HYDROGEN 
PRODUCTION

GREEN FUELING 
FOR SHIPPING

LARGE SCALE, 
OFFSHORE AQUACULTURE
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VAST POTENTIAL FOR 
DEEP-WATER WIND

• “Unlimited acreage”
• Superior wind speed
• Highest capacity factors
• Less intrusive and smaller 

footprint

WORLD-CLASS 
DEEP-WATER EXPERTISE

• Leverage the Aker sphere’s 
world-class deep-water 
capabilities to industrialize and 
drive down LCOE

• Proven technologies through 
Principle Power and Aker 
Solutions 

ATTRACTIVE GLOBAL 
PORTFOLIO

• Attractive early entrant position 
with access to prime acreage 
in growing markets 

• Close partnership with leading 
industry players

STRONG BACKING 

• Well-reputed majority 
shareholder in Aker Horizons

• Raised NOK 500m in 
successful private placement

• ~20,000 shareholders
• OSE Merkur 26 August 2020
• Ambition to move to OSE Main 

List

21

Slide 12

3

DRIVING THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF DEEP-WATER WIND
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Valborg Lundegaard
CEO

25 August, 2020
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Copyright
Copyright of all published material including photographs, drawings and images in this document remains vested in Aker Carbon Capture AS 
and subsidiaries, and third party contributors as appropriate. Accordingly, neither the whole nor any part of this document shall be reproduced 
in any form nor used in any manner without express prior permission and applicable acknowledgements. No trademark, copyright or other 
notice shall be altered or removed from any reproduction. 

Disclaimer
This Presentation includes and is based, inter alia, on forward-looking information and statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties 
that could cause actual results to differ. These statements and this Presentation are based on current expectations, estimates and projections 
about global economic conditions, the economic conditions of the regions and industries that are major markets for Aker Carbon Capture AS 
and subsidiaries’ lines of business. These expectations, estimates and projections are generally identifiable by statements containing words 
such as “expects”, “believes”, “estimates” or similar expressions. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
those expectations include, among others, economic and market conditions in the geographic areas and industries that are or will be major 
markets for Aker Carbon Capture AS and subsidiaries’ businesses, oil prices, market acceptance of new products and services, changes in 
governmental regulations, interest rates, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and such other factors as may be discussed from time to time 
in the Presentation. Although Aker Carbon Capture AS and subsidiaries believe that its expectations and the Presentation are based upon 
reasonable assumptions, it can give no assurance that those expectations will be achieved or that the actual results will be as set out in the 
Presentation. Aker Carbon Capture AS and subsidiaries are making no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of the Presentation, and neither Aker Carbon Capture AS and subsidiaries nor any of its directors, officers or 
employees will have any liability to you or any other persons resulting from your use.

Copyright and Disclaimer
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A unique pure play carbon capture company

Slide 3

Pure play
Carbon capture

Unique HSE1

Leading proprietary technology

Validated & certified
50,000+ operating hours

“Carbon capture utilisation and storage is a crucial variable in the Sustainable Development Scenario, 
designed to meet the UN’s2 energy and climate related sustainable development goals” – IEA3

Note: 1) Health, Safety and Environment; 2) United Nations; 3) International Energy Agency
Source: United Nations
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Carbon capture plays an important role in mitigating climate change

Slide 4

ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY

CARBON 
CAPTURE, 

UTILISATION 
AND STORAGE 

(CCUS)

+ +

CO2 emissions reductions by measure1,2
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Billion tonnes CO2

Reductions in 2040

~9% of reductions

~22% of reductions

~32% of reductions

~37% of reductions

CCUS

Other2

Renewables

Efficiency

Carbon capture – A key measure to reduce global CO2 emissions
9% reduction – ~2,400 million tonnes CO2 per annum by 20402

Required measures to meet climate goals

Note: 1) Sustainable Development Scenario (bottom line), relative to Stated Policies Scenario (top line); 2) Latest available chart is based on 
IEA data from November 2019 and includes ~1,900 million tonnes CO2 per annum; heading is based on latest available IEA data from June 
2020; 3) Includes fuel switching, nuclear and other | Source: World Energy Outlook 2020, IEA
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A huge carbon capture market

Slide 5
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6

4

127 others

492 
Waste-to-Energy plants3

352
Cement plants4

~37 billion tonnes1
CO2 emitted globally in 2019

~5,200 plants globally2
with CO2 emissions above 1 million tonnes / year

7 addressable end-markets
Flue gas applications accessible on a global basis

Example markets: European Waste-to-Energy and Cement plants

Steel Ammonia/urea Process and 
chemical industry

Fossil powerWaste-to-energy Cement

H2

Hydrogen

Source: 1) Global Carbon Project estimates; 2) SINTEF; 3) CEWEP database; 4) CEMNET database
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Dedicated focus on the carbon capture phase in the value chain

Note: 1) Front End Engineering Design; 2) Engineering, Procurement and Construction; 3) Enhanced Oil Recovery Slide 6

Carbon capture Transportation Storage or 
utilisation

KEY FOCUS

Feasibility Pre-FEED1 FEED1 EPC2 Services

Supporting customers throughout plant lifecycle

SUPPORTING SPECIALIST COMPETENCE

• Significant knowledge of the entire carbon capture, utilisation and
storage value chain

• Strong competence within utilisation areas (e.g. greenhouse, methanol
and fuels) and storage solutions, including EOR3

CARBON CAPTURE, UTILISATION AND STORAGE VALUE CHAIN

Early engagement improves integration, capture and 
conditioning in selected carbon capture solution

Aker Carbon Capture scope (incl. partners)

CO2 capture Liquefaction 
(CO2 compression)

Intermediate storage
(on site)

Other intermediate 
storage(s)

Utilisation / 
permanent storage

Land- and sea-
based transportation
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Offering a leading carbon capture technology portfolio

Slide 7

On-site storage of 
liquefied CO2

Untreated flue gas

Cleaned flue 
gas released

CO2 binds
with amines 

solution

Amine solution re-used

Captured CO2
is liquefied

The amine solution 
is heated to release 

the CO2

CO2 rich amine solution
Recovered waste 
heat re-used for 

solvent regeneration

A comprehensive carbon capture technology with unique HSE characteristics from market leading solvent

Relates to the amine loop of 
binding and releasing CO2

Relates to the cooling and 
compression of captured CO2

Relates to storage of liquefied CO2
before transportation

Carbon capture

Liquefaction

On-site storage

Carbon capture process

1

2

3

Superior HSE characteristics

Proven

 Minimum emission
 Non-toxic
 Biodegradable
 Minimum liquid waste
 Minimum corrosion

Energy efficient
 Energy efficient reclamation
 Superior energy plant 

integration
 Optimal integration toward 

conditioning

 50,000+ operating hours
 Tested on seven different 

flue gases
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Unique proprietary solvent with superior degradation and HSE profile

Note: 1) Heat stable salts Slide 8

Reference solvent 
tested for 920 hours
in MEA campaign at 

Heilbronn plant in 
Germany

Better performance

Attractive HSE profile

A superior solvent degradation profile is the key success factor for Aker Carbon Capture...

 Minimum emission

 Non-toxic

 Biodegradable

 Minimum liquid waste

 Minimum corrosion

 Efficient reclamation (HSS1 removal)

 High CO2 capture rate (~90%)

 High CO2 purity (>99%) 

 Lower energy requirement

 Lower maintenance requirements

 Longer plant lifetime

 Easier operations and monitoring

High solvent degradation (discolouring) in operation on coal flue gas at 
EnBW’s pilot plant

# of hours

solvent tested for 
2,090 hours in 

SOLVit Campaign
During the SOLVit CCx2 Campaign, the S26 solvent showed no 
discoloration (tested for 2,090 hours)

# of hours

...yielding attractive characteristics
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”We believe that today, carbon capture is the only real solution for 
the cement industry’s emissions” 

- Per Brevik, Director Sustainability & Alternative Fuels, HeidelbergCement (NE)

Large-scale industrial contracts for Aker Carbon Capture technology

Note: 1) Subject to i.a. government funding Slide 9

Twence
Hengelo, the Netherlands

400,000 TPA CO2 from cement 100,000 TPA CO2 from waste-to-energy

Big Catch and liquefaction plant Just Catch™ capture solution

Jan 2021 / 2024 Jan 2021 / 2022

Size and industry

Delivery

EPC Start1 / Operation

Heidelberg / Norcem
Brevik, Norway

“…Significantly lower environmental footprint overall”
- Twence

Size and industry

Delivery

EPC Start1 / Operation

© Twence
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Strong execution model ensured through Aker Solutions partnership

Slide 10











Access to technical engineering services specific to Aker Carbon Capture projects

A leading maintenance and operations organisation

Recognised global execution platform

Established customer network and relationships

Project execution with proven ability to deliver on complex projectsKey partnership
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Acorn
Capacity: 2.0 – 8.6 / 16.01

MTPA4

Operational from 2024

Net Zero Teesside2

Capacity: 0.8 – 10.0 MTPA4

Operational from 2026

Northern Lights
Capacity: 1.5 – 5.0 MTPA4

Operational from 2024

Port of Rotterdam - Porthos
Capacity: 2.5 – 5.0 MTPA4

Operational from 2024

Ravenna
Capacity: up to 20.0 MTPA4

Operational from 2025 – 2028

Zero Carbon Humber2

Capacity: 4.0 – 18.3 MTPA4

First capacity operational from 2027

HyNet North West3

Initial capacity of 1.2 – 3.0 MTPA4

Operational mid-2020s

Greensand
Capacity: 0.5 – 1.0 MTPA4 (Phase 1)
Operational from 2026

Strong growth in carbon capture storage projects in Northern Europe... 

Note: 5) 
Sources: GCC Global Status Report 2019; Project websites

Energy Technology Development and Demonstration Program Slide 11

UK remains focused on carbon capture, utilisation and storage
 Several storage locations in process

 Established CCS Infrastructure Fund of at least GBP 800 million

 Ambition to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2050

Project Greensand 
 New Danish carbon capture storage consortia with Ineos, Maersk Drilling and

Wintershall Dea

 Received EUDP5 funding in June 2020

 Plan is to capture CO2 in Ineos' Nini-felt

Project Ravenna
 New storage location by ENI in the Adriatic, off the coast of Ravenna, using

exhausted natural gas fields

 Storage capacity of between 300 and 500 million tonnes

 Demonstration projects and full-scale projects in progress

Currently, Europe has identified over 300 billion tonnes of 
geological carbon capture storage space available

1) Potential second phase storage scenarios
2) Teesside and Humber may share initial storage with 0.4 – 0.6 billion tonnes capacity, with large upside potential
3) Initial system sized for 10 MTPA4 capacity (pipeline), with expansion potential up to 20 MTPA4

4) MTPA = Million tonnes per annum

8 storage projects under development ~78 MTPA4 planned storage capacity, equivalent to ~780 Just CatchTM
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...with Northern Lights being the Norwegian initiative 

Slide 12

Up to 5 million tonnes / year storage capacity Operational from 2024Serving plants across Europe

Storage capacity:
Initial capacity: 1.5 million tonnes / year
Expansion up to: 5.0 million tonnes / year

Northern Lights – CCS value chain development

First step in developing a full-scale CCS value chain in Norway.
Northern Lights comprises the transport and permanent storage stages

Northern Lights to receive CO2 captured at Norcem cement plant in Brevik / 
Fortum waste-to-energy plant in Oslo and other European sites

Excess capacity of ~0.7 million tonnes / year in the initial phase as Norcem 
and Fortum will provide ~0.8 million tonnes / year combined

Joint 
collaboration

Norwegian
Government

Norwegian Government participation

The Norwegian government is considering to fund ~80% of costs. 
Final investment decision still pending - decision expected in Q4 2020









Source: Global CCS Institute, Northern Lights website, Equinor website, Oslo Economics
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Validated technology through long-term operations at industrial scale

Note: 1) Subject to i.a. government funding Slide 13

2008 – 2016   |   SolvIT R&D (European CCS R&D program)

2012 – Current   |   Technology Center Mongstad (TCM)

Sleipner
startup

Kårstø
CCS pilot

Kårstø
gas power FEED 

Longannet
First UK CC.

Winner of UK CCS 
competition

50,000+ 
operating hours

Twence
award1

Norcem
award1

1998 2008 2009 2011 2017 2019 20201996

Aker Carbon Capture – at the forefront through long-term investment

2008 – Current   |   Mobile Test Unit (MTU)

KEY 
INITIATIVES

Aker investments of NOK +450 million in addition to public grants and partner investments

[Image] [Image]
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High operational activity – 18 ongoing projects for our technology

Note: 1) Subject to i.a. government funding Slide 14

EPC / Post FEED Other selected ongoing projectsFeasibility studies

Norcem1, Cement, storage

Twence1, Waste-to-Energy, greenhouse

Amager, 2020

KVA Linth, 2025

Energy company, 2020

International FPSO company, 2020

Brage EOR, 2019-2021

Preem – Hydrogen production, 2020

Membranes for CO2 separation

ForusEnergi – WtE capture study CO2 study in US Gulf of Mexico
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ILLUSTRATIVE – ranges reflect different prices and costs at any point in time

Project economics turning positive

Slide 15

EUR / tonne Continuous cost reductions

Favourable price 
development

Technology development

Competitive supply chains

Learning-by-doing

Market trends are leading to a more favourable market dynamic and project economics turning positive

Effective carbon price
Varying national and regional 
pricing initiatives impacts price at 
any point in time

Cost of carbon capture
Different products/solutions and 
availability of storage/utilisation 
opportunities impacts cost at any 
point in time

Today Time

Standardisations

Public sentiment

CO2 quota system design

New carbon taxes

Other regulations
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Aker Carbon Capture seeks to accelerate investments in technology and 
new growth opportunities to maintain and strengthen its market position

Slide 16

Develop new technology to 
engage in emerging market 
opportunities

Improve existing 
technology portfolio

Actively monitor technology 
providers and developers to 
identify attractive M&A 
opportunities

• Expand Just Catch™ portfolio to further improve product portfolio and market reach

• Develop membrane technology for separation of CO2

• Qualify and validate technology for retrofit in existing large-scale hydrogen production plants

• Integrate solutions to greenfield hydrogen production plants

• Identify technologies that are attractive additions to current technology portfolio

• Identify opportunities that are complementary to Aker Carbon Capture’s current technology portfolio to further
strengthen its leading market position

– Potentially attractive technology solutions as emerging absorber technology, pre-combustion technology, and
separation technology amongst other

• Need for continued innovation on current technology to maintain leading position and be at the forefront in
developing next generation capture technology

• Improve energy efficiency by enhancing heat integration to further improve HSE characteristics and reduce
costs

• Increase focus on development of standardisation and modularisation of large industrial-scale capture
plants to drive additional cost reductions to maintain leading position
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Illustrative (all bars and arrows)

2030 ambition – become the #1 global carbon capture player

Slide 17

Today

Today 2030

The #1 global 
carbon capture 

player

Established pure play 
carbon capture player

Maintain position as leading 
carbon capture technology provider

Managed 
carbon capture

Carbon capture-
as-a-Service

Carbon capture 
developer

Be the preferred provider of carbon 
capture technology across all emission 

sources

Build, operate and 
improve plants

Deliver a complete 
carbon handling 

solution for emitters. 
Partnering with key 
suppliers in value 

chain

Take ownership of 
plants under 
development

Primary strategic focus Additional strategic opportunities

2030

 ~20,000 shareholders
 Raised NOK 500m in 

successful private 
placement

 Merkur Market-listed 
26/8

 Ambition of Oslo Børs
listing
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Huge market 
potential

A unique pure play carbon capture company

Source: United Nations website Slide 18

ENABLING A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Unique HSE 
technology

Commercialisation 
happening now

Validated & 
certified



Aker Carbon Capture
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